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Searching for an Answer
"Not what we mean, but that we mean."
- Lauren Gunderson,
Emilie: La Marquise Du Chatelet Defends Her Life Tonight
In the past 50 years, women have made a huge impact in the fields
of Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM).
However, women still only make up 27 % of STEM workers, even
though they make up nearly half (48%) of the United States'
entire workforce. More than anything, representation matters. If
women and girls do not see themselves on-screen, on-stage, or
in literature as STEM professionals, they are less likely to pursue
those fields of study (Geena Davis Institute). Women such as
Shuri from Black Panther, Amy Farrah Fowler from The Big Bang
Theory, and our very own Emilie inspire all those who dream of
pursuing STEM fields.
Women, such as Marie Curie and Rosalind Franklin, have
been discounted throughout history for their contributions to
STEM fields . Emilie's work placed her ideas at the forefront of
Enlightenment discourse on natural laws and kinetic energy
throughout the 1740s. Despite her achievements, patriarchal
history has reduced Gabrielle Emilie La Marquise Du Chatelet
to nothing more than the role of a lover to Voltaire and JeanFran~ois de Saint-Lambert. The silencing of women's stories
and contributions is exactly what makes Gunderson's play a
rediscovery of a woman who is done being silenced and ready to
tell us her story - her way.
Dr. Michael Boynton (Director), approached this play from a
Symbolist perspective, focusing on what lies underneath reality.
Drawing influences from French poet, Mallarme, and Belgian
playwright, Maeterlinck, Dr. Boynton aimed to portray a surreal
place - a memory or liminal space permeating the stage through
the set design and lights . Rather than existing in binaries - past
or present, alive or dead - everything bleeds into one another.
Tonight, we find Emilie, a woman audacious and brilliant enough
to correct Isaac Newton himself, cycling through what it means to
be human.

Rebecca Weaver, Dramaturg
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Eleanor Boozer (Emilie Du
Chatelet) is a senior actor/
tech student. She was recently
seen in JSU Theatre and Film's
production of The Importance
of Being Earnest as Miss Prism.
Ellie also was the costume
designer for JSU Theatre and
Film's production of The Big Bad
Bullysaurus. Currently, she is a
design intern for the CAST Kidz
program in Anniston, Alabama.
She will spend this summer as
the costume designer and shop
manager for Florida Repertory
Theatre and will return to intern
with them in August. Ellie
wants to thank her family and
friends for being her constant
enthusiasts. She is also grateful
for director Michael Boynton for
his faith in her. Ellie wishes you
all to delight in such a beautiful,
profound story. Enjoy the show!
Jake Lewis (Voltaire) is excited
to be playing the role of Voltaire.
He is honored to be working
on Emilie with his fellow cast
members. Jake is a senior here
at JSU majoring in DramaPerformance. This will be his
seventh collegiate role in JSU's
Theatre and Film Department,
his last being Algernon
Moncrieff in The Importance of
Being Earnest this past semester
and Mercer Stevens in Boy Gets
Girl. He would like to thank
his family and friends for the
ongoing support and love they
give. He would also like to

thank the professors here in the
Theatre and Film department for
challenging him every day and
believing in him.
Carley Carey (Madam) is a
Junior at JSU with an Exercise
Science major with a clinical
concentration and a Theatre
minor. This is her fourth show
at JSU. She has been in Once
Upon a Mattress (Lady Beatrice),
A Midsummer Night's Dream
(Helena), as well as The Big Bad
Bullysaurus (Terry Pterodactyl)

here at JSU. She has also had
experience in carpentry work
for shows such as The Imaginary
Invalid, Boy Gets Girl, Once Upon
A Mattress and other shows at

JSU. She wants to thank the
director, cast and crew for an
amazing process. She hopes you
enjoy the show!
Jesse Dylan Curvin (Gentleman)
is a senior at Jacksonville State
University finishing up his B.A.
in Theatre Performance with a
minor in English. Some of his
previous shows at JSU include
She Kills Monsters, The Imaginary
Invalid, The Laramie Project, and
Boy Gets Girl. With this show

being Dylan's final performance
as an undergrad, he would like
to thank his friends, girlfriend,
family, and professors for never
giving up on him and always
pushing him to achieve what he
did not think he could.
Stanton Yarboro (Soubrette) is
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a freshman performance major
here at JSU! She is thrilled to
be portraying Soubrette in her
second production with the JSU
Theatre and Film department.
She has enjoyed working with
every student and faculty in this
wonderful department. Everyone
is so hardworking and she feels
blessed to be able to be a part of
this show. She is so excited to be
back onstage and she hopes you
all are excited to see Emilie!

Dr. Michael Boynton (Director/
Choreographer - Associate
Professor) holds an MFA from
Wayne State University in
Acting; an MFA from New York
University, Tisch School of the
Arts in Musical Theatre Writing;
and a PhD from the University
of Maryland, College Park
in Theatre and Performance
Studies. He has worked
professionally as an actor with
national companies like the
Hilberry Repertory Theatre in
Detroit and the Chesapeake
Shakespeare Company in
Baltimore. His dramatic writing
has been produced nationally
and internationally and even
appeared on Broadway in shows
like the musical Hairspray. In
Alabama, Michael has worked
primarily as a director in recent
years - past JSU directing credits
include The Tempest, Bloody
Bloody Andrew l ackson, Into
the Woods, The Seagull, She
Kills Monsters, The Imaginary

Invalid, and The Laramie Project.
He is also currently serving at
the Managing Director for The
Shakespeare Project. Michael
was also the 2017-2018 recipient
of the ATHE/Kennedy Center
Prize for Innovative Teaching.
Bridgett Rayburn (Assistant
Director) is a senior Theater
major with a Concentration in
Performance and this is her first
time Assistant Directing a show.
She just recently directed the
last main stage show here at JSU,
The Big Bad Bullyasurus. She is
so honored to be working and
learning alongside Dr. Boynton
on this breathtaking show and
she can't wait for everyone to
experience the amazing story of
Emilie La Marquise!
Grayson Singleton (Stage
Manager) is a 19 year-old
sophomore at Jacksonville
State. She is proud to be a part
of this production because of
the message it conveys and
the wonderful people to work
with. She thanks all the faculty
and staff for allowing her this
opportunity and her friends and
family for supporting her the
entire way.
Jennifer Luck (Scenic, Lighting,
and Projections Designer Assistant Professor of Lighting
and Scenic Design) an Alabama
native, has worked as a designer
across the United States. Her
credits range from Assistant

Lighting Designer for Creflo
Dollar's Los Angeles Revival
while in graduate school to
developing new works with
Title:Point, an experimental
theatre company started in
New York City with friend and
colleague Theresa Buchheister.
Over the course of her career
she has worked for theatre
companies in New York,
Wyoming, Kansas, South
Carolina, Tennessee, and
Alabama. A graduate of the
Scenography program at the
University of Kansas, Jennifer
has dabbled in all aspects
of theatrical design, as well
as technical direction. Her
favorite past projects include:
Lighting/Projection/ Sound
Design for She Kills Monsters,
Scenic Design for MACBETH is
the New Black, Lighting Design
for The Woman in Black, and
Costume Design for Lysistrata.
Exploring design through new
technologies and new works is
of particular interest as she finds
it challenging and rewarding
to learn new skills that can be
utilized in storytelling through
theatre. She enjoys working in a
variety of spaces and with new
collaborators, particularly her
students. Sharing her love and
passion for the art of theatre is
where she finds the most joy.

Jess Noel Collier (Associate
Scenic Designer) is a third-year
Theatre Production major

studying Costume and Scenic
design. She genuinely enjoys
the hands-on work that comes
along with being a designer. For
our previous show, The Big Bad
Bullysaurus, she was both the
scenic designer and paint charge.
She also designed scenery for A
Midsummer Night's Dream, and
co -designed costumes for The
Importance of Being Earnest.

Freddy Clements (Costume
Designer - Distinguished Professor
of Costume Design) holds a BA
from Emory & Henry College
and an MFA from Virginia
Commonwealth University.
He has designed costumes
for various theaters including
Wayside Theatre in Middletown
VA CPCC in Charlotte NC, The
'
Barter Theatre in Abington Va
and Theatre In The Square in
Marietta, GA. On the University
level, he has taught courses
including costume design,
costume construction, stage
make-up, and advanced stage
make-up. He is an experienced
cutter/ draper and has extensive
research and experience in early
twentieth century corset1y.
He has also been constructing
authentic hand tailored Scottish
kilts since 1991 and led master
classes for the USITT Southeast
Regional, SETC, and Dragon*con.
John A. Davis (Sound Designer Technical Director) is an Alabama
native, born in Birmingham.

He attended Troy University
where he studied technical
theatre before graduating
from Auburn University at
Montgomery with a Bachelor
of Arts in Communication. He
completed his Master of Fine
Arts in Technical Production at
Florida State University. JD has
experience in technical direction,
management, and carpentry
with Utah Shakespeare Festival,
The Lost Colony, and numerous
other production opportunities
through both Union and private
contracts across the Southeast.
He has been a member of
the International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees
(IATSE) since 2018 and the
United States Institute for
Theatre Technology (USITT)
since 2016.
Carolyn Conover (Intimacy
Choreographer - Assistant
Professor of Acting and Directing)
joined the JSU Theatre and Film
faculty in Fall 2020. She teaches
Acting, Directing, Voice for the
Stage, Play Analysis, and Intro
to Theatre, directs departmental
productions, and serves as the
faculty coordinator for the
Scripted Studio Series. She most
recently directed the Fall 2021
production of The Importance
of Being Earnest by Oscar Wilde.
Carolyn has been a professional
actor and dramaturg for almost
20 years. Her primary research
areas include improving and

expanding traditional theatre
pedagogy to make the creative
classroom a more inclusive,
supportive, and consent-driven
environment for all types of
actors. Her first book, The
Introverted Actor, came out
in 2020 and was nominated
for Outstanding Book of the
Year by The Association for
Theatre in Higher Education.
She is currently working
to complete her Intimacy
Director Certification and is
collaborating on programming
to address issues of bullying,
discrimination, and
microaggressions in theatrical
training and educational theatre.
She has also written and hosted
three seasons of Investigate
the History, a monthly podcast
exploring the mythology,
folklore, and history used in
tabletop RPGs featured on The
Critshow. Carolyn received her
MA in Drama from Indiana State
University and her MFA in Acting
from Michigan State University.
Addie Zaner (Assistant
Stage Manager) is a theatre
(production) major at JSU with
a focus in Stage Management.
Earlier this semester she Stage
Managed the show The Big
Bad Bullysaurus, and she is so
excited to have the opportunity
to Assistant Stage Manage
this show. Addie would like to
thank the playwright Lauren
Gunderson for creating such a

beautiful show and bringing to
the light again an important
feminine figure.
Rebecca Weaver (Dramaturg)
(She/They) is currently in the
English master's program at
Jacksonville State University
where she previously graduated
with a Bachelor's in both English
and Drama. This is her ninth
production as dramaturg at JSU,
and she is very grateful for the
opportunity to work on Emilie
La Marquise Du Chatelet Defends
Her Life Tonight. She would like

to thank the cast and crew for
putting on an amazing show and
a special thanks to the director,
Dr. Michael Boynton, for always
going above and beyond to
give her the best education and
greatest opportunities.
Trevor McWilliams (Props
Assistant) is a senior Drama
Performance major at
Jacksonville State University.
Trevor has done many shows
with JSU including Once Upon a
Mattress and The Importance of
Being Earnest. Also A Midsummer

Night's Dream with The

Shakespeare Project, and he is
excited to help bring live theatre
back to the stage at JSU
Randy Blades (Producer
- Department Head and
Associate Professor of Costume
Technology) has built costumes

for theatres around the country
including the Atlanta Opera,
the Alliance Theatre, and the
Utah Shakespeare Festival.
His designs have appeared at
Penn State, Auburn UniversityMontgomery, and the Maples
Repertory Theatre. His recent
costume design of The Normal
Giant appeared at the St.
Louis Fringe festival , The Fort
Lauderdale Fringe Festival,
and The Hollins Playwright's
Lab. Costume Designs at JSU
include She Kills Monsters, Bloody
Bloody Andrew f ackson, Into the
Woods, and Antigone. Randy
has an MFA from Penn State in
Costume Design, and a BA from
Jacksonville State in Drama.
Before coming to JSU, he was a
faculty member at the University
of Central Florida.

The videotaping or making of electronic or other audio and/ or
visual recordings of this production and distributing recordings
or streams in any medium, including the internet, is strictly
prohibited, a violation of the author(s) 's rights and actionable
under United States copyright law. For more information, please
visit: https://concordtheatricals.com/ resources/ protectingartists

The
Kennedy
Center
The Kennedy Center American College Theater Festival, part of the
Rubenstein Arts Access Program, is generously funded by
David M. Rubenstein.

Special thanks to The Harold and Mimi Steinberg Charitable Trust for
supporting the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts'
Kennedy Center American College Theater Festival.
Additional support is provided by The Honorable Stuart Bernstein and
Wilma E. Bernstein; and the Dr. Gerald and Paula McNichols
Foundation.
Kennedy Center education and related artistic programming is made
possible through the generosity of the National Committee for the
Performing Arts.
This production is entered in the Kennedy Center American College
Theater Festival (KCACTF). The aims of this national theater
education program are to identify and promote quality in college -level
theater production. To this end, each production entered is eligible
for a response by a regional KCACTF representative, and selected
students and faculty are invited to participate in KCACTF programs
involving scholarships, internships, grants and awards for actors,
directors, dramaturgs, playwrights, designers, stage managers and
critics at both the regional and national levels.
Productions entered on the Participating level are eligible for
invitation to the KCACTF regional festival and may also be considered
for national awards recognizing outstanding achievement in
production, design, direction and performance.
Last year more than 1,500 productions were entered in the KCACTF
involving more than 200, 000 students nationwide. By entering this
production, our theater department is sharing in the KCACTF goals to
recognize, reward, and celebrate the exemplary work produced in
college and university theaters across the nation.

